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ERNEST I. LEWIS
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PRES HARDING SENDS NOMINATION TO SENATE
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Former President Taft Refrain From
Speaking of Appointment But la
Thought He Will Accept
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THE WOODWORK
CURTIS-BENTLE-

PLANT OF
BURN-

Y

ED TO THE GROUND

Harding

O

tion of former
Howard Taft to be chief Justice of
the United States supreme court.
This was Indicated by an administration leader. The president, it was
understood, will appoint. Mr. Taft
with the expectation, of having the
nomination confirmed by the senate
before that body takes Its proposed
recess.
.
Since the
of former Chief Justice White about six weeks ago, the
president consistently has declined to
indicate his choice, although majority
opinion picked Mr. Taft.
Attorney Oenerat Daugherty and
other members of the president's cabinet are understood already to have
put the stamp of approval on the
nomination of the former president,
whose appointment is expected to be
a most popular one.
Although Mr. Taft necessarily has
refrained from comment pending the
president's decision, it is said by
many of his friends that the former
president would welcome the honor
and the opportunity to round out his
official career on the highest tribunal.
Announcement of the appointment
la expected from the white house.
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ARMY CUT

7

Ernest I. Lewis of Indianapolis, on
of the two new members of the interstate commerce commission, has been
chairman of the Indiana state publlo
service commission for four years.
He formerly was a newspaper man.

not Comply With Term

He Can-

of Measure

Washington.
President Harding
summoned senate and house leaders
to the white house and informed them
that the size of the standing army
could not be reduced to 160,000 by
October 1 as required in the army appropriation bill.
Senator Borah, republican of Idaho,
author of a provision in the bill prohibiting the war department from incurring a deficit, Republican leader
Mondell of the house of representatives, Representative Green, republican, of Vermont, of the house appropriation committee, discussed the situation with the president.
The army appropriation bill provides that the present army of 220,-- "
000 must be reduced to 150,000 by
October 1, even If summary dismissals
Secretary of War
are necessary.
Weeks has informed the president,
the legislators were told, that the reductions could not be made that rapidly.
The congressional leaders were told
that Secretary Weeks believes the
sudden discharge of 70,000 men from
the army practically would disorganize the entire military establishment.

HIGHWAY

PROPOSED

Meeting Wat Held and Dlsoussed
Route to Galveston
Oklahoma City, Frank D. Davis of
Kansas City, seortary of the Associated Highways of America, and Ed W.
Hockaday of Wichita, the original
Hockaday were In Oklahoma In the
Interest of a highway from Lincoln,
Nebraska to Galveston through Oklahoma City and Dallas.
Both men spoke at a meeting at tha
Chamber of Commerce to which every
person Interested In good roads was
Hockaday has spent more
Invited.
than $100,000 of his own money in
marking automotille highways throug-ou- t
the southwest and plans to make
this new highway one of the best
marked in the country.
Winter Chautauqua Gaining
Chicago. P. H. Kemefer, treasurer
ot the International Lyceum and Chautauqua association, at a meeting of
representatives of the Federated Lyceum Bureaus ot America reported
this winter's business In the lyceum
circuits of the country would show,
on the basis of present bookings, a 60
per cent Increase over last year. More
than 3,200 towns and cities were served by the entertainment bureaus last
year, a report at the meeting showed.
W. R. Atkinson of Waterloo, Iowa,
presided at the meeting.
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P. & R. GARAGE

Oklahoma City. One of the most
disastrous flras In the history of Oklahoma City, originating among highly
Inflammable materials in the basement of the Curtls-Bentlewholesale
woodwork plant, totally destroyed the
company's three story brick plant at
701 West Main street with a property
loss of $500,000.
Heat and water damage to ware
house No. 3 of the Red Ball Transfer
and Storage company, immediately
north of the woodwork plant, Is placed at $25,000.
All of the damage is
covered fully by Insurance.
The fire was discovered by Georea
B. Goff, chief of the fire department
while he was on hlB way home to
breakfast, after it had been burning
probably thirty minutes. Chief Goff
saw smoke pouring from the north
east basement windows and Immediat
ely turned in the alarm.
Chief Turned In Alarm
C. E. Bentley, president of the Cur- company, was in the build
ing at tha time, as were the day
watchman and several other employees, who had no Inkling of the conflagration in the basement, until Chief
Goff rushed into the office and noti
fied Bentley.
The building of the Bentley com
pany was a pressed brick structure
of three stories and basement, with
a south frontage on Main street of
275 feet and extending north to the
Rock Island switch tracks.
It con
tained the warehouse, factory, engine
room and lumber sheds of the company and is . the largest plant of Its
kind in the southwest.
The origin and responsibility for the
fire had not been determined, except
that the flames started In the base
ment of the building In which roofing, wall board, tar paper and other
highly inflammable material was sto-- r
Spontaneous combustion was
ed.
given as the probable cause.
It was necessary for firemen, after
they had gained entrance to the building by breaking In windows and doora
to chop through the ftrBt floor in
order that water hose could be
brought to play upon the smoldering
flames beneath.
Warehouse Is Saved
Heroic work of firemen saved Warehouse No. 3 of the Red Ball Transfer
and Storage company, which is just
across a narrow alley immediately in
plant
the rear of the Bentley-Curtl- s
and directly in the path of the flames.
This building contained $100,000 worth of furniture, stored by the Western
Bank Supply company, household
goods ' stored by the Red Ball company and quantities of broom corn
and cotton owned by the Trader's
company.
Commission
Warehouse
Damage to the furniture by heat and
water was placed at approximately
$10,000 by D. W. Collins, president of
the Western Bank Supply company,
while the damage to the building was
estimated at more than $25,000.
Blaze Gets New Start
At one time, according to Goff, the
fire was thought to be extinguished
but due to the opening of a draft by
cutting holes in the floor, flames
broke out anew in another portion of
the basement and soon Bpread beyond
control.
Fifteen thousand feet of hose were
utilized by the fire department in the
effort to combat the flames. Every
truck and engine and all apparatus
An
in the city were on the scene.
opportunity was given the fire to
spread to the upper floor of the building In a delay caused by removing
low pressure water
hose from
mains on Main street to larger lines
on Grand avenue and Second street
Low water pressure was noticed
y

Acetylene Welding

W. E. LUCAS

Expert Mechanics
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THE USE OF BEER
FOR THE SICK

Campbell Anti-Bee- r
Sill Passed After
Much Wrangling by a Vote of 250
to 93 and Sent to Senate
Washington, By a vote of 250 to 83
the house passed the
bill to prevent the sale of beer to the
lick, and sent it to the senate with
expectation of its final enactment.
The vote which was twenty-onmore than the necessary
was taken after four hours of stormy
iebate, interrupted frequently with
ihouts to "stop the talk and pass the
bill." Despite the sweltering weather
however, leaders in the fights against
the measure YefuSed to yield to an
ever growing demonstration for an
end of the discussion. Enclosing in
iebate for the opponents, representaS-tivHill, republican, Maryland, threw
the house into considerable disorder
by charging that Wayne B. Wheeler
general counsel for the
league, had drafted the bill. Pointing
to the league lawyer in the gallery
and calling him by -- name, Mr. Hill
brought a wild shout from the prohibition element, some of whom stood
until quiet was restored.
There was another dry outburst a
moment later when Representative
Foster, republican, Ohio, declared
there was no truth in "the statement
about Wheeler's part in the preparation of the measure.
A sharp attack on the rules committee for failing to give
to the Volstead supplemental bill was
made by Representative Davis, repub
lican, Nebraska, a member of the Ju
diciary committee, who charged that
its work of three weeks had been
Mr. Reavls declared it wa3
stifled.
a menance to orderly legislation when
half a dozen members of the rules
committee could nullify the action of
another committee in reporting a bill
Chairman
of national Importance.
Campbell, defending the committee,
said it was unwilling to mix emer
gency legislation with controversial
matters which should be aired fully.
Willis-Campbe-
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President Tells Congressmen

$500,000

The Three Story and Basement Brick
Building, 225 x 100 Feet Was Completely Destroyed, Was Covered
By Insurance; Will Rebuild

dth
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Tires and Tubes
Boots and Patching

Will Bend to the senate

"
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CHINA

DISLIKES ALLIANCE

Member of Peace Conference Delega
tlon Objects to Being Ignored
Pekine. Dr. C. T. Wang, one of
China's delegates to the peace confer
ence, commenting on the proposed re
alliance
newal of the
said that "talk of making the alliance
acceptable to Britain, America, Japan
and Australia with no mention of
China, sounds as though the alliance
was regarded 'as of no Interest to Chi
na. As Mr. Hughes (the Australian
premier) and others are purposely
leaving China out of consideration, the
only possible deduction is that they
are intereated only In fighting units
and that they do not consider China
as such."
Fifty Ships Clear Port
New York, More than fifty ships
nearly a quarter of them carrying pas
sengers recently left here for European; South American and coastwise
ports, marking one of the largest sail
in days In several years.
Ant?lo-Japanes-
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DRUGS, DRUG SUPPLIES
SICK ROOM SUPPLIES

Your Mail Orders are Solicited

mm
ROSWELL, N. M.
GO TO

KEMP LUMBER CO.
ELIDA, N. M.

Far Wire, Posts, Cement, Lumber and Building
Material Sash. Poor and Hardware,

S. G. BRIDGES, Manager.

KENNA BANK & TRUST

COMPANY.

Kenna, Now Mexico.

.
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MANAGER GEORGE GIBSON MIGHTY
SWEET ON OUTLOOK FOR PIRATES

Teams of Bear Cats.

HATS 0FTI1E HOUR

Texas' and California are
bear cats when It comes to
furnishing ball players to the
major leagues. Outside of a
couple of inileUlcrs from Texas
one could select a pretty fair
team from each state. For example :
Texas.
Ilornsby, Curds (Winters),
2b.

Terry, Cubs (Denlson), ss.
Falk, White Sox (Austin), If.
Speaker, Indians (Hubbard),
cf.
McDonald,

Braves (Houston),
Alnsmlth, Tigers (Yorktown),

I'

--

V

A

v

I

'J;
v

V

c.

'

Gibson,

Braves (Austin), c.
Vaughn, Cubs (Honey Grove),

'

p.
P.

Napier, Reds (nutcbins), p.
Kerr, White Sox (Paris), p.
California,
nellman, Tigers (San Francisco,) lb.
Boeckel, Braves (Los Angeles), 2b.
Johnson, White Sox (Laguna
Bench), ss.
VItt, Red Sox (Oakland). 3b.
Meusel, Yankees (Los Angeles), If.
Meusel, Thlllies (Los Angeles),
v

v

"-

ir

fit

--

Ji

cf.

Hooper, White Sox (Oakland),
c.

"I am not predicting a pennant for the Pirates, but I am managing
mighty good ball club, one that is sure to be up near the top all season. We are stronger than Inst year. The men are hustling and good harmony prevails. Our infield is likely to pull off more double plays than
any in the league. The boys are confident of setting a fast pace."

i

FIRST POLO MATCHES
PLAYED IN LONG AGO
English Team Brought to United

States

in

1886.

Member of Hurllngham Club Write

Interesting Letter Describing
itial Contests for International Title.
In

1S80

In-

WHEN MAILS MET BABE RUTH
Famous Slugger Faced Cleveland Hurl-e- r
In California After 1919 Sea.
son Had Closed.

John Watson brought an

visit caused I Americans were eager
:o see the game and everyone knows
'with what avidity It was taken up
when society said it was good to look

Enormous

The following letter, written by a
member of the llurllngham team, who
'
played in those games, will be read
I
J;
with Interest, even though the writer
has begged not to have his name made
public. The letter follows:
"American polo in 1880 was not, as
far as team play went, up to the
s
English polo.
standard of
The American rode very handy ponies
I believe mostly Argentines. They
were not so well bred or as fast ponies
as ours. The American team did not
play well together and thought too
much of their individual play. They
had not then mastered the backhander
and did not try to keep the ball up
and down the middle of the ground.
The English teams had learned their
polo to start with mostly In India,
d
where there were
grounds
Walter Mails.
(800 and 200 yards), and no boards.
It was, therefore, necessary to keep a game out In California
after the
the bull in play by playing up and 1919 season closed
and Ruth was on
down the ground.
the opposing team. Then Babe went to
"The Hurllnghara team was cap- bat
five
ogulnst Malls and struck
tained by Mr. Watson, one of the best out threetimes
times. He was an easy out
players of his day. When playing a
practice game before the matches he twice.
himself and fell off his
pony. Ills horsemanship on this account was much criticised by the
American press. lie was, however, a
very strong and good horsemnn, which,
I think, the Americans realized in thej The British treat both sexes alike
matches. We were to have played i when It comes to defending their golfseveral matches in the United States, ing crown.
but as the llurllngham team beat the
best team the United States could
Clarence W. Sanders has been
then produce In two consecutive chosen captain of the Dartmouth
matches, the other matches fell tennis team.
through.
"The ground at Newport was very
Stanislaus Zbyszko, new mat king,
good and well kept, but much too could
not qualify as the bare-foo- t
boy.
small even for ponies of the height lie's too bald.
then played. The game in the United
States was commenced by placing the
Charley Paddock hasn't run his
ball In the middle of the ground. The swiftest et, according to Boyd
io. l's started from behind the line
former trainer of the Callfornl-an- .
and galloped for the ball. This rule
was decidedly to our advantage,
Benny Leonard says he will retire
IMMENSE OFFER IS REFUSED from the ring after about four more
lucrative bouts; but they must be
Scottish Soccer Star Spurns $50,000 to lucrative.
Attach His Signature to a
Contract
J. Thomas Keady has resigned as
coach at Lehigh university to become
D. McAlpine, the crack outside left footbull coach
at the University of
of the Queens' Park Soccer club of Vermont.
has
league,
refused
the
the Scottish
record amount of $50,000 to attach
British colony resumes horse racing
his signature to a provisional form. In Mexico City after ten years, with
an
for
resigned
as
amateur
has
He
diplomatic corps and members of the
bis old club for next season.
cabinet attending.
first-clas-
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&

full-size-
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INTERESTING
SPORT NOTES

Coin-stoc-

k,

:

Types, Worn by
Pretty Women, Are Conspicuous
t the Races.

.

Walters, Red Sox (San Francisco), c.
Ruether, Dodgers (Alameda),
P.

Portlca, Cards (Santa Barbara), p.
Ehmke, Tigers (Los Angeles),
P- -

Leonard, Tigers (Fresho),

p.

the fashionable race meetings
all the smartest restaurants,
asserts a Poris fashion writer, one
recognizes that a wur of hats is In full
swing. Quite early In the spring sea!
!
son Lewis who has grent influence in
the feminine world announced the
speedy arrival of very large picture
hate, with wide, flut brims and rather
!
S
i
low crowns
And side by side with these models
. J I i
is
.'.:V
i I
he showed at Monte Carlo and Biarritz cavalier hats of remorkable outa
I "
;
line, the sort W hot that Ceclle Sorel
'
1
has always worn.
If
Now it hnppens that the more eclectic Parisienncs have become devoted
to cloche shapes large and small. In
-jll
fact, so dpvnlpd urn they to these
?l . . - J5-- ',',
H'MMf
jf
charming styles that nothing enn in- f j
:
1
1.
duce them to look, seriously, at other
'
models. The favorite hat of the hour
:!
i.
remains the cloche Inrge or small.
At the races one sees enormous picture hnts worn by very pretty women,
but these are almost nhvays mannequins, who have been paid to show oft
some particular style. It Is a rare
thing to see a real Parisian elegante
wearing a remarkably
hat. We shall watch this little millinery war with interest.
At least two of the most Influential
milliners in Paris are determined to
This stunning wrap and neckpiece
make big
picture hats In violet and angora wool
makes
popular, but no one can say, decidedly, charming
summer wear.
outfit
for
.successwill
really
this
effort
that
be

Ml

kl

Mi,

ill

'.'ill?

i-

-

if

wlde-brlmme- d

Embroideries

show an oriental

In-

trotteurs are smartly trimmed
with latticed ribbon.
The Florentine neckline Is seen la
almost every dressy afternoon gown.
In frocks the skirts are nearly always more elaborate than the bodices.
The newest fans are . of dyed
roque feathers mounted in tortoise
shell.
A perky little vest of white Unea
embroidered with black silk livens up
the dark tailleur.
No spring wardrobe Is complete
without the popular canton crepe
frock. It Is all the rage Just now.
The smart .shops are showing
underwear. Even milady's night
robe Is a thing of clinging black lines
and laces.
Several smart hats have a high
back trimming which simulates Spanish combs.
These often are made of
lace or plaited malines.
Evening gowns shlll show a predilection for gray and If It Is not gray,
then It verges on It by being a soft
violet mauve or lustrous blue.
As the season progresses one will
see the gay hats bedecked with cherries, which are now being worn uncovered, draped with block lace which
In many cases will reach to the elbow. The lace Invariably Is very soft.
In this season of utter simplicity
deep folds of the material are often
the only trimming allowed and, by
the way, they are very inart. A
charming organdie dress Is thus fashioned, the waist and skirt each
trimmed with three horizontal folds.
all-bla-

;

And Tripe DeCAme

Lscquef'Kted
el Earrmip

4

m

BRIEFS

fluence.
Wool

Rogers Hornsby gets more mileage
out of the ball than Babe Ruth. He
ful Just ns no one can predict the
hits It oftener.
'
future of the quaint 1830 dresses
P. D. Hlnkle, baseball coach at But- which are now shown in every Imporler college, has been signed by the tant exhibition of models.
At any rate It Is safe to ray that
Indianapolis A. A. club.
modified cloche shapes will remain
They ought to let Ditchers work In fashionable all through the summer
a trench Instead of on a mound. Thpv months and well Into the autumn.
have to duck a lot of drives.
Jeweled Ornaments.
Jeweled ornaments catch up the
Tommy Taylor. Blrmlncham In.
fielder, Is rated one of the best In draperies of dance frocks. Turquoise
cabochln surrounded with brilliants
the Southern league this year.
or cameos are particularly fashionable
Long George Kelly Is about ready to for this purpose. The new corsets are
,
admit that Ruth still has something on designed to give an absolutely flat
back, but are slightly higher over the
mm as a nome-ru- n
manufacturer.
bust and the sides curve Inward a
The Robins have siened Clvde Mc trifle. Black silk Jersey corsets are
Carty, an inflelder from the Okmul extremely popular with Pnrlslennes
gee ciud or the western association. now.
If Gloves Wear.
Pitcher Bill Doak of the St. Louis
If your otherwise good gloves have
Cardinals had Just got going when
on Decoration duy he cracked his arm worn through at the finger tips, turn
them Inside out and stitch around the
again.
tips of them. Then pull them toThe Dodgers are Dlasine cood hull gether and they will have the finish
these duys, regardless of who has of a new glove.
been the previous comment of the'
experts.
HOW HATS MAY BE RENEWED
Jim Reynolds and Clyde Williams.
pitchers, have been traded to the Jop-li- n Ironing and Bleaching Simple Matter
Which May Be Easily Accom-pllshe- d
club by Kansas City for Pitcher
at Home.
Jack Scheuberg.
m

.

yv

hi

Diamond
Squibs

m

i

.

In

FASHION

Manager Jawn Evers sometimes
leaves the field during playing hours
by request.

N

'

At

and

New" York fans haven't given up the
Idea of a local world series this fall.

'upon.

'

Picture

There's Is a difference between
swinging at the ball and on the ball.

X

if--

Connie Mack doesn't care how poorly
a ball player goes so long as he tries.

wf

NECKPIECE

Parisienncs 'Are Devoted to the
"Cloche Shapes.

The story has been told that the
first time Walter Malls ever faced
Babe Ruth was after he Joined the
Baseball teams and fishermen both
Cleveland Indians last fall. Malls explains that Is a mistake. He pitched have their castoffs.
"Swat the fly" Is the motto of other
players besides Babe Ruth.

lKngllsh team to the United States to
),ilay the first matches for the International polo cup. What comment that

AND

(-

Baumgnrtner, Phil. (Houston),

i

WRAP

Unity of
Is charming

Decoration.
to match the curtains, bedspreads, lamp shades and
bureau scarf with a touch of hand
embroidery on each. Pretty and easy
to achieve the hand touch Is
silk or cotton crepe in a floral
or fruit design. Just a single motif
on each article gives a unity of dec- oration that Is pleasing.

It

ished It may be dyed with commercial
dyes.
Colored straw hats may be
cleaned and colored In the same way.
Host commercial dyes come In dark
snades and may be diluted by the use
of a neutral liquid. A straw hat may
be reshuped by dampening the brim
and bending It to the shape desired.
Faded flowers which are soiled
should be cleaned first by shaking
them In gasoline, after which water
colors and oil paints mixed with gasoline may be used to tint them. If the
whole flower Is to be colored it may
be dipped (n the bowl of coloring,
after which the center may be painted
a darker shade with a camel's hair
brush. The edges of the petals may
be tinted by dipping them In a bowl of
less dilute coloring matter. The flowers may be dried
a weight
on the stems and allowing them t
hang from the edge of a table or shelf.
The appearance of the flowers Is Improved by trimming oft all frayed

A hat which becomes limp with
John Huber. inflelder. after hnvinar
his tryouts with Detroit and else dampness may be restored by presswhere, is back with Greenville In the ing It with a warm Iron over a damp
cloth. A white straw or leghorn hat,
South Atlantic league.
may be
writes a correspondent,
Galveston has "loaned" Pitcher Bill bleached by washing with soap and
Buscha to Shivveport. There Is a lukewarm water after which It should
National association rule against such be well crushed with oxalic acid solution or a paste of lemon Juice and sulloans, but they all do it
phur, if the oxalic acid forms bubJohn M. Clark, star catcher of the bles when poured on a clean white pine
Columbia team during the paBt sea- board It Is too strong for use und
son, was elected captain of the Blue ihould be diluted.. If the straw is britand White Varsity nine for the 1022 tle and soap and water cannot be used
on it, It should be well brushed before
season.
using the oxalic acid and rinsed with
Julie B. Mee of Chicago, former clear water afterwards. The hat may
University of Illinois shortstop under be dried by covering It with a cloth
contract to the Detroit Americans, and pressing with a warm Iron or plac- edges.
has been sent to the Portland club ing It in the sun.
Black straw tiats may be cleaned
of the Pacific Coast league under an
Dainty blouses have round collars
with a piece of' velvet which has been
optional agreement.
dipped In gasoline. If It Is still not trimmed with ruffles, which are edged
black enough after this process Is fin with color.
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"AH, SENORITAI"
Synopsis. In a New York Jewelry
tore Philip Severn, United fclalel
consular agent, notices a email box
which attracts him. He purchases
It- Later he discovers In a secret
compartment
writing giving a
clew to a revolutionary movement
In this country ostensibly seeking
the overthrow of the Chilean government, but evidently International
In character and In any event
threatening the welfare of the United states. The writer mentions a
rendezvous and Severn, temporarily
at leisure, determines to Investigate on his own account

CHAPTER

I

Continued.

2

The whole affair looked hopeless.
About all 1 could do would bo to send
the lorn note to the proper authorities
In Washington, with a statement of
how It came Into my possession, and
let them dispose of the matter In any
way they deemed best 1 wrote such
a letter carefully on hotel stationery,
and went down to mail It In the lobby.
Before disposing of it in the tnnllbox
1 encountered the manager, Burke, and
stopped for a word. We were still
talking when a bellboy came up hurriedly with a message. Burke turned.
"What Is It, George?"
"That Cans street party Is on the
wire, sir."
"Oh, all light. Excuse me, Severn,
but I've boen trying to get connection
lor an hour."
"But wait a minute," my veins tingling. "Did he say Gans street? Where
Is that? There Is no such name In the
city directory."
"GansI Why, over In Jersey. Xes,
I'm coming."
I thrust the unmalled letter Into my
pocket, and sat down, staring at the
crowd In the lobby, but entirely indifferent to their presence. Here at least
was an opening, a chance Gans street
was in Jersey City. Then It was not
all a dream. I would at least look over
the ground before I gave up In despair,
for I lind stumbled upon a way out of
the blind alley Guns street, Jersey
City.
CHAPTER II.
and a Womm.
In the afternoon, the day
vdurk, with a chilly wind blowing olf
the river, when I reached Jersey City.
A Man

It was late

The first policeman encountered gave
tiie all necessary directions, so that I
alighted from a street car within a
block of my destination. A saloon on
the upper corner of the block burnished me tho necessary clew, and,

PAHfllSH

enough for the passage of a motor
truck, was tightly secured by an Immense Iron bar. A smaller door to the
right alone offered any possibility of
entrance, although It was tightly
closed.
To all outward appearances the
place had been unoccupied for months,
and perhupg years. From the sidewalk
It was Impossible to gain any glimpse
within. Only one discovery served to
convince me that 1 might be on the
right track that I had not been entirely deceived. A' small sign, so covered with dust and dirt as to be almost
unreadable, was nailed over the smaller
door. In the growing dusk I was
obliged to study It Intently to decipher
the words, but finally made them out

letter

by

letter:

"OFFICE ALVA MALLEABLE IRON
COMPANY."

Here was a strange coincident. If
nothing more, for Gustave Alva bad
been one of the names signed on the
hotel register. Beyond doubt this old,
abandoned Iron foundry was his property, and what better spot could be
selected In which to meet and concoct
a scheme of crime? What a place to
hide arms for shipment.
Whatever
doubt I may have felt regarding my
venture vanished In the presence of
that unusual name. This was unquestionably the place named in the letter
as a rendezvous; here was where the
recipient of that letter was to go and
receive Instructions; where he was to
use the mysterious raps, and the countersign "Cervantes," In order to gain
admittance.
The knowledge that I
was actually upon the threshold of
such a discovery brought with It a determination not to lose the advantage.
But what could 1 do? What further
steps might be safely taken alone?
The night was dark, a slight drizzle
In the air, no one abroad except from
necessity. No sign of life wa's visible
for the full extent of the block, until
the saloon on the further corner came
Into view, its gleaming hospitality Invited me, and I strolled along the opposite walk, my coat collar turned up
to shut out the drizzle, and finally
crossed over to where I could peer In
through the dingy windows. The mail
behind the bar was unmistakably' Polish, and of no high type, and at first
I saw no other occupants of the place
except two roughly dressed men at a
table Just Ittslde, who were playing
cards silently. The room was clean
enough, and quiet, yet I felt no Inclination to enter. Those were not fellows It would be safe to question, and
I would have turned away, but at that
Instant 1 perceived the Indistinct figure of a young woman In the further
corner, sitting beside a table alone.
Her presence stimulated my curiosity. She appeared to be young, not
badly dressed, and her being In such
a place unattended rendered her of
some Interest. It surely could do no
harm If I dropped In for a sandwich
and a glass of beer. I crossed to the
bar, furtively watchful, but no one
except the proprietor apparently puld
the slightest attention to my entruuee.
The two men never glanced up from
their cards, and the glrI.--f- or
she was
scarcely more merely turned her head
and stared at me without Interest. 1
spoke to the barman In English. We ex
changed a few words his own speech
very broken while he prepared the
sandwich, and the only thing unusual
1 noticed was
passage of a slight
signal between hlin and the woman
across the room. 1 could nut be sure
even us to that, but gained the Impression that be shook ills head negatively,
us though to some mute question.
Unless It might be the Intense brunette blackness of liulr and tin extremely cleur complexion, there was
nothing typically Spanish In her
Indeed she Impressed me
us thoroughly Americun In features,
dress und manner, somewhere in the
twenties 1 should Judge, with brown
eyes, and a face decidedly pleasant to
look upon, although with a firmness
to It, expressed by mouth and chin, not
to be mistaken. I noted these tilings
hurriedly, never venturing to stare at
her, though she apparently gave me
no attention whatever. Somehow the
girl seemed strangely out of place in
that dingy saloon she did not In any
sense belong. She was evidently not
there seeking company, nor was. she
drinking ; and yet there must surely
be some meaning to her presence.

ie

I

Could

Peer in Through the Dingy
Window.

using it as a murker, I succeeded lu
tracing buck until satisfied I hud thus
sufely located "87(5." It was an abandoned factory, built of brick, two stories high, evidently extending over considerable ground at the rear, but with
a frontage not to exceed forty feet.
The lower windows were boarded up,
a number of those In the second story
broken, and the main entrauce, large

The proprietor approached me, leaning one hand on the table.
"There Is nothing more?" he asked.
"No, this will answer very well."
He lingered, tempted to question me.
"You have not been in before? Perhaps you do not live near?"
"1 do not," 1 replied frankly.
"1
travel out of Boston, and sell lumber.
1 huve been doing some business with
the yard down 'below."
"I see. You are not from New York.
1 mnke It?"
"No; Boston has always been my
home."
"Once 1 live there, too; when 1 first
come north from Uio. What you think
about this war? We lick Germany
hey?"
"Oh, 1 don't know; she seems to be
more than holding her own."
"Ach, yes. But now this country go
in; what then?"
1 looked up quickly Into his face,
with a swift desire to test his real
sentiment.
"This country I Why should It go
In? There are Germans enough over
here to stop that"
"Not Germuus no. But Internationals, revolutionaries.
They are
more than you think. 'TIs time for
them to strike a great blow."
"You are Polish, are you not?"
"Yah, .from Warsaw. 1 come over
six years."
"Naturalized?"
"1 have first papers why you ask?"
suspiciously.
"1 merely questioned from curiosity." ' My eyes wandered once more to
the girl across the room, and he
the glance.
"You wonder what she do In here?"
he asked. "I tell you. She was my
nlece an' sit here to wait for a friend
no--tlc-

fell

they pretended to be
friends
meeting Incidentally to walk home together. They were strungers, coming
together there for the first time by
appointment. Neither had previously
known th? other. 1 had even detected
fear, doubt, in the expression of the
girl's face.
Yet 1 dare not move, or attempt to
follow them. I could only sit quietly,
my eyes on the window fronting the
I watched Intently, but no
street.
slindows passed that way the two had
not turned down Gans street.
My mind worked rapidly as I sat
there motionless, afraid to make the
slightest move lost It arouse suspicion.
Whatever the object of the meeting
might be, Jans wns more or less Involved.
He had signaled to the girl
twice, and his words, however Innocent they may have sounded, must
have brought a warning to the' man.
Beyond doubt he had questioned me
with the distinct purpose of thus discovering why I had drifted Into the
place. 1 dismissed utterly his statement that the young woman was his
niece her very appearance gave that
the lie.
Something was wrong, perhaps not
criminal, perhaps In no way associated
with the affair which had brought me
Into that T'elghborhood, and yet suspiciously wrong, and I felt Inexorably
driven to find out what it all meant.
I finished my beer slowly, and then
selected a cigar from the case and lit
It deliberately. Jans leaned over the
bar, speaking confidentially, and I had
to remain, although I cursed Inwardly
at the delay. Yet I broke away at last,
assured that I had finally lulled every
suspicion to rest and passed out
through the front door.
old-tim- e
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LUCKY

RABBIT'S FOOT

Must Be Procured Only Under Certain
Circumstances If the Charm

LEOPARD

C1IDT

CHANGE SPOTS
Mr. Dodson, the "Liver Tone"
Man, Tells the Treachery
of Calomel.
Calomel loses you a day I Ton know
what calomel Is. It's mercury; quicksilver. Calomel is dangerous. It crashes
Into sour bile like dynamite, cramping
nnd sickening you. Culomel attacks
the bones and should never be put Into
your system.
When you feel bilious, sluggish, constipated and all knocked out and believe you need a dose of dangerous calomel Just remember that your druggist
sells for a few cents a large bottle of
Dodson's Liver Tone, which Is entirely
vegetable and pleasant to take and is
a perfect substitute for calomel. It Is
guaranteed to start your liver without
Btlrring you up Inside, and can not
Ballvate.
Don't take calomel
It can not be
trusted any more than a leopard or a
wild-ca- t
Take Dodson's Liver Tone
which straightens you right up and
makes you feel fine. Give It to the
children because It Is perfectly horm-les- s
and doesn't gripe.
1

Too Much for the Statistician.
A report has been received that

the

"Mad Mullah" (ruler of rebel dervishes In Somallland) Is dead, but It
lias not been confirmed, Mr. Churchill
Informed the house of commons.
Sir J. Itees Is there any record
In the colonial office of the number
of times the Mullah has died?
Mr. Churchill In these hard times
we cannot undertake to keep unnecessary statistics.
The "Mad Mullah" shares with the
late Emperor Menellk of Abyssinia the
fame of having been reported dead
on far more occasions thar any other
ruler of recent times. I.ondo-- i Dally
Mall.

Is to Have Pcwer.

I

Cursed Inwardly at the Delay.

to walk home with her. It Is not a
good neighborhood, this, for a woman
alone in the dark."
"Her home Is some distance?"
"Five six blocks. It Is a dark, bad

way." .
He moved back toward the bar, apparently satisfied with his examination
of me, as well as his explanation. I
wondered grimly why he had taken
the trouble to tell me all this, and ordered another glass of beer as an excuse to linger there a while longer.
What was the party like who was to
call for the girl? I did not have to
linger long to gratify my curiosity.
The side door opened silently, and a
man stepped briskly Inside, shaking
the raindrops from his coat as he
greeted the barman cheerily.
"A dirty night, Jans," he said, glancing swiftly about, his eyes sweeping
over me sharply. "Business not very
good, 1 suppose?"
"Deud. It's no good now any more,
with all the factories closing up be
cause of the war. Just some salesman
drops In for a beer. Thut makes me
nothings."
The newcomer lnughed, evidently
put quite at ease by this quick explanation. 1 wns watching him. A rather
thick-se- t
musfellow with n turned-utache and a disfiguring scar oh one
cheek, which gave to his eye a peculiar
Watching the fellow 1
expression.
must have missed some signal, for he
whirled about suddenly and confronted the gll, who hud already risen to
her feet and stood expectantly, oue
hand yet resting on the table.
"Ah, senorital You were waiting
for me to come," he exclaimed. "Yet
1 have not kept you long."
"Oh, no," she answered quietly In
Spanish, her voice so low the words
barley carried to where I sat. "You
were delayed?"
"A cur blockade at the wharf. No.
thank you, Jnns, nothing tonight You
would go, senorlta?"
"There can be nothing to remain
longer here for, surely."
disappear through
1 watched them
the side door, marking bis grasp on
her arm and her qylck glance aside
Into his face. There hud been something wrong about this meeting, something undeniably awkward and
These two were not what
p

--

You have undoubtedly heard about
wearing a rabbit's foot for luck. Do
you know what Is the significance of
It, where It Is to be carried, and why
It Is lucky? Well, here it Is:
"The rabbit's foot Is esteemed a
powerful talisman to bring good fortune to the wearer and protect him
from all dangers," says an authority.
"As this belief Is more or less common
throughout the South It may be well
to state how the charm Is prepared,
for the benefit of those who wish to
be put on the royal road to health,
wealth and prosperity.
"It must be the left hind foot of a
graveyard rabbit, and that Is one
caught In a graveyard, although one
captured under the gallows would
probably answer as well. It must be
taken at the midnight hour and the
foot amputated. The foot must then
be carried secretly In the pocket until
by chance the owner happens upon a
hollow stump In which water has collected from recent rains. The foot Is
then dipped three times Into this water and the charm Is complete.
"Among the negroes and uneducated whites of the South the reputed
possessor of 'this potent talisman Is at
once fenred and respected."

SWAMP-ROO- T

FOR

KIDNEY AILMENTS
There is only one medicine that really
stands out
as a medicine for
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
stands the
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
upon thousands
of distressing cases.
Swamp-Roo- t
makes friends quickly because its mild and immediate effect is soon
realized in most cases. It is a gentle,
healing vegetable compound.
Start treatment at once. Sold at all
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test tb
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper.

The Proper Audience.
"Life in the surburbs means fresh
air, sunshine, health, happiness "
"Don't tell It to me," Interrupted
Mr. Crosslots.
"Come around and
give the new cook and furnace man a
lecture."
The war has made table linen very
valuable. The use of Red Cross Ball
Blue will add to its wearing qualities.
Use it and see. All grocers, 5c.

To Remove Grit From Eye.
Small foreign bodies which are not
Imbedded In the eyeball may often be
Virtue.
removed by going Into a dark room,
Virtue is not to be considered In
looking up toward the lighting fixture,
then turning the light on quickly, the light of mere Innocence, or abf the light staining from harm, but as the exerwrites a correspondent.
tion of our faculties In doing good.
Is strong enough, It will cause a violent reaction which will cause the Butler.
particle to be washed to the corner of
the eye., It Is then easily removed
by means of a clean handkerchief.
Spoiling His Style.
"Don't you ever read Shakespeare?"
"I used to," suld theulert scenario
writer.
"Yes?"
"I'll have to acknowledge that bird
Is pretty good, but I found that reading bis plays wus muking my style a
little heavy, so I quit." Birmingham
Age-Heral-

.Proverb Analyzed.
proverb hopes nothing, fears nothing that the eyes do not see, the ears
do not bear. It Is the doubting Thom"A man of
as of life, of literature.
the world Is," as Air. Balfour once
neutly epitomized blm, "one who does
not believe uuytblng good of the
world." Well, so Is n proverb. V. II.
Friedluender, In Country Life.
A

Double Payment.
"You've been eating a lot of candy,
haven't you?"
"Yes, doctor."
"And now you're paying for It."
'
"Well, doctor, remember I paid for It
when I bought It, so please don't make
the second payment too high." Boston
Transcript.

It Is useless to acquire knowledge
unless you have a little common sense
with which to season it

G
No

cigarette has

the same delicious

flavor as Lucky
Strike. Because

Lucky Strike is the
toasted cigarette. s
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U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
June 4,1921.
Notice is hereby given that Claude
PUBLISHED WEEKLY .
o- -o
F. Wortham.of Leeray, Texas, whe en
July 12, 1918, made add Hd. E., Ko.
U. 6. 'Ccmmlsslcner,
By Blr. and Mrs. A. C. VhHe
036617, for SM, Section 22, TownM.
N.
ship,
Ranfe 31-Office Room u, tst., . National Bank P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-liontBldg.
make final three yaar proof, to
Knttftil Febniftv tth 19iT at tfie Ktma,
establish claim to the land above deNew Mexico.
Koswell,
scribed, before Alvin C. White, U. S.
4w Mexico, Poit OiTioe, 11 second Clan
CommiBiioner, at NWtf, Sec. Ten T.
W Matter.
N.M. on the 14 day of
R. ji-E- ,
July ioi
A.
Claiaaaat tames at wttaeasait
Robert L. Hollis, Mary E. HollU,
Optemctrist and Optician
Year In
Subset' ptfon fil.OO
John H. Miller, these of Elida, H. M,
EYE GLASSES THAT SATISFY. Fred B. Berryhill, bf Kenna, N, M.
Ad?an

Ban

tiavage,

(2.

00

7--

o

6--

Dr. Chas.

New Alex i co

Staohlin

Pp

ji0j8

Roswell, New Mexico.

ard, U. S. Comniissionar, at Jenkins,
aTertHteto( rata taad xaawn
N. M. 011 the 30 dav of June 1921.
Claimant iiames eta witnessos:
John G. ''enderson, Elmer C Hill,
these of Caprock, N M. Eugene B.
ajor A. Jonti, tl CEe 6f FT-Hovd,
M.
X.
m27 j24
Jenkins.
Emmett Fattoru Register.

5
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J
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to

Go

To get something to
EAT. MEALS Now

tfn

rubllcat'on.
Department of the Interior
S. Land Office ut Roswcll, N.

f

Noileo for

U.
M.
May 27, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that J. Fletcher
Wilton, of Jenkins, N.M. who, on April
16, K)20, made add II. E.
047117, for

50 Cents

Obstetrics
flffc

A

Notice for Publication
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Flait Door South of Post Offic,

Phone:
ELlDAJ
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Emmett Patton. Register.

aYlfflaattei

Dr. A. J. Evans,

I

Dad Shsr'Yians

ft FsKftra.

Department of the Interior

Department

Lud Offloi at Part
June

HAH OLD

of the Interior, U.

siBe,

Mono

ROtWKtt, F. ft.

S.

If. M,

13, 1921.

PraotlIA haffra all Ceurta
Especial a'ttantirj to United

Notice is hereby given that, as diStattfs Ltfotl Ota's procead-inlf- s.
rected by the Commifsioner of the
General Land Office, under provisions
Of Sec. 2455, R. S., Pursuant to U13
etfiee rirat National "tank Slri-a- .
apppcationof GeorgE. Taylor, Serial
No. 019470, we will offer at public IrVvVVVVVVVvVvVTWrVtlrvW I
sale, to the highest bidder,
but
at not less than fo.OO per acre
at 2 o, clock' p. m., on the 12th.
day of August, next, at this office,
the following tract of land SJiNEtf,
R. 30-Section 25, T.
N.M.P.M.
The sale will not be kept open, but
will be declared
closed when those
present at the hour named have
ceased biddig.
The person making
the highest bid will be required to im- Will Appreciate a 6hare
mediately pay to the Receiver the
of your Abstract business.
amount thereof Any persons claiming
adversely the
land are
0
advised to file their claims or objections,
on or before the time designated for Mrs. Maud
sale.
R. Harrison,
' Portales, New Mexico.
j8 as
Receiver.

Local Sureeon for Santa F Rv
Lots 1 and 2, K;NE!, SEtf,
tSi.
4 Section 3, 1vp.
N.
Range
M. P. Meridian, has fded notice of
to make final three year proof,
to establish claim to the land above dei
M.
scribed, before William It. Blanchard.
L'. S. Commissioner, at Jenkins, X. M.
on the 5 day of July 1921.
ipoticb iron iTiuicAnors.
Clnimaiu names es tfltnesBr.s:
Department of the Interior
Ben K. Warrrn. Walter W. Chancy,
U. S. Lard Office at Roswell, N. M. William C. Glenn, Thomas J., Fuller, RANGE CATTLE ttud SIIEFJ
May 22, 191T.
ail of Jenkins, N. M.
j3 ji
COMMISSION DEALEIJ
Notice is hereby given (hat Oliver E.
Ei!ii:iett Patton, Register.
Johnson, of Jenkins, N.M. who, on April
16, ia", made acKl II. 1 No. o 171 18 fcr
'ot!ee (or l'nMIcntion.
Lots 3, 4,S'NV1,, SV't. 03, Twp
X. M. P. Meridian, has Department of the interiir U.S. Land 124 Kerth Mala
Range 35-Rlwcll, N M
Oifk, Port Sumr. !r. Now Mexico,
filed notice of intention to make final
three ysar proof, to establish claim to May 17, iQir.
Nolico is hereby given that John E.
theland above described, before W'm.
H. Blanchard, U. S. Comrnif sioncr, at Bynum, of Goodlet, Texas, who, on
Jenkins, N.M. on the 2'i, day of June Dec. 11, ijiS, made Hd.'E. N0.O16126,
XV !i,
Sec. 12, E'i EM, SWVNEV,
1921.
& SMNW, Sec ir, Twp.
SWSE'4,
Ci&lwact names as v!uem:
N. M. P. Mcrid- Range . 27-J. Fletc her Wilson, Walter W. Chancy
Jake E. Hebison, William E. ISonds, ian, has filed notice of intention to
make final three
proof, to
11127
all of Jenkins, X. M.
4
Pine-Cla- d
establish claim to tlie land above describEmmett Tatton, Register.
ed, before Alvin C;' White, U. S.
at Kcnna, N. M. on the
A Vacation Visit
Notice for Pii'j'k-Ptio"Old Home Back
2 day of July 1921.
Departmert of the Interior
flulmiint nsinsj at witnesses:
1' S. Land Office at Fort Sumner.
Henry T. Jones, Mattie Jones, these
, n2.
To provide vacation opportunities for those who otherwise might be
Notice is
.X. M, May
of Olive, N. M. N'erno.i H. Bynum,
...
hereby givou that Vernon H. Rynum.
.f CIom's, X. M.
Ralph H. Maupin,
denied the pleasure and benefit of change and rest, The Albuquerque
of Clovis, X. M. who on l'ehy., 4,
af Canton. X. M.
11127 J24
1919, made 11. E. No. 016127, for
Daily and Sunday Herald has arranged to provide a round-triticket
R.
W.
McGill,
,
SW
V.
SE
EM
V.
SEIfXW.V
SNE.V.
'
Los
Angles,
Rcgiotei
Deigo,
to
San
and
ocean
the
beaches of Southern California
Sec. 3, XE'4, E.'jXW., SWNW.'i,
Range 27-N.M. P.
Sec, 10, Twp.
Notice for Publication
(Pullman and meals enroute included) for every person in New Mexico,
Meridian has filed notice of intention to
Department of the Interior
young or old, who turns in forty (40) annual paid
make final three year proof, to establish U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M
subscriptclaim to the land above described, be May 2j, 1921.
Notice
ions to The Daily and Sunday Herald.
fore Alvin C. White, U. S. Commis-ione- is hereby given that James L. Allen, of
K
nna,
N. M. on the 2, day MilnesandX. M. who on Sept., 11, 1918,
at
For those who prefer an outing in the pine-cla- d
of July jg2i.
made II. E. No. 044116, for WM, Sec. 3,
hills of New Mexico;
Twp.
Range 35-Claimant names as witnesses:
N.M. P. Meridian
or a vacation "back to, the old home," The Herald will provide an amount
Henry T. Jons, Muttie Jones, thsse has filed1 notice of intention to make
of Olive, X. M. Ralph II. Maupin, of three year proof, to establish claim to
equal to the total cost of the California trip offered above; upon receipt
Canton, X. M. John E. "Ryntitn, of the land above described before H. A.
of forty (40) paid-in-a- d
yance subscriptions to The Daily & Sunday Herald.
ot Goodlet, Texas.
Roberts, U. S. Commissioner at Elida,
4
11U7
3
RXV.
N. M. on the 6 day of July 1921.
McGill. Krister.
Claimant names as witnesses:
KOTICE FOR rinLICAlIOJf.
James A. Betls, James F. Baker,
Department of the Interior
Albert E. Williamson, William H. si
No Matter where you live; if your home is within the boundries of New
1'. S. L?n J Offi :c at Port Sumner, N. Moorhead, all of
Milnesand, N. M.

r'

35-E-

I
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Kenna Hotel.
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This Offer is Open to Every Citizen of N Mex.

M. May 28.
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Notice is hereby givtn that John W.
Jennings, of Olive, X. M. who, on Dec.
1;, igi8, mad a id II. E. No. 015423,
(or N'iSW.', ?uc. 4. S'JNEV. and
S'E.V) Seciiun 5, Tuwnsiiip
Range :IF N.
M, I'. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final three year proif , to establish claim
to the lan! above 1 described, licfore
Alvin C. White, U. S. Commissioner, at Keiina, N. M. on the 13 day of
July KJ2I.

Clarinet

ftar.u'u ds

Henry T. Jones William A. Stroud,
H. Hcvatt, Harvey 15. Lucafc,
all of O ie, N. M.
jio j8
W. II. McGill, Re;;i..UT.
O-c-

Ket'rc for rpb!!ci;:!i.
Department of the Interior
.

..
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.May 25,
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Notice is hereby giv?n that Chaihs A.
P.eardsley, of Cnpro. k, X, M. who, 011
Nov., 17, i,j(7, malic oiij; II. E. No.
042172, for S,'jS;i, s-24.
SEV.
Secti ju 23, and who on November
11, 1919, made add II. E.
9J4, for
Nf, Sec 27, Twp. (j S, P.,,,;;,; ?2 iz.
N. M. P. Meridian . ha:; file I itjc.
of intention to i:iiki imal thrca yeas
claim tu the land
j roof, to eslalbisli
hbova described, before Win. K. Blanch- -

13
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Emmett Patton. Register.
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CORNER
win oot
be complete
without a

Mexico, this offer of a vacation with traveling expe'nses paid, is at your
command.

You Can Have Yo jr Vacation Trip In Return
For A Few He urs Work In Spare Time
It's easy to

sell The Herald, because it's New Mexico's best daily and
Sunday newspaper. But to make it all the easier for you, we've arrang
ed for you to offer with each annual subscription to The Herald at no
additional ccst, a
subscription to PICTORIAL
foremost magazine for the home..
REVIEW-T- he
e

"NEW
HOME.'

'Vif,

ItistKe

Greatest Ilcme Economy,

Don't Dolay Your Action On This Opportunity
and Mail This Coupon Teday
(COUPON)
Subscription Department
The Herald, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Send me a book of vacation

trip order blanks and full information

about your vacation offer.

;

Tli
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.man of Amarillo, Tcxss, is here
today with a steer buyer and we
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Home

Patronize

Industry- -
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Why pay freight on flour. The Roswell
Milling Co., is making the best grade of patent
FLOUR from Pecos Valley wheat. Keep your
money at home. What is the sense in helping
Kansa farmers tword prosperty when a good
FLOUR is made here at home?
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For Sale By

E. White,

H.
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left Satur- day for Roswell, to spend the
Dodrill Tire Company
Guaranteed Vulcanizing and
fourth with her children.
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Re-

Lushen Powell
tiansacted
business
in Roswell, Tuesday and
L. M, Field, of Ridgeway,
Wednesday.
Colorado, shipped from here
Wednesday to his ranch in Colo ,
515 head of yearlingsteei s, which
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Steig spent
he purchased from W. B.
the fourth at ' Elida, visiting
G. T. Littlefield and relatives. Ollie Britton. We understand
the price paid was $25.00.
The Union Valley people had
had a community picnic at the
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Good were home of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank
business visitors in Roswell, Dunn the
and all report
fourth
Tuesday.
a most enjoyable time and lots of
good eats in spite of the rainy
J. E. and V. H. Bynum, the weather.
former of Goodlet, Texas, and
the latter of Clovis. were here J. F. Sturman and son, Burnei,
Saturday making proof on their were transacting
n
business
homesteads northwest of town. Hale Center, Texa3,
last week.
.

arbecue and picnic at the How
ell ranch south of town. The
' Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Miller beef was barbecued just to a T.,
and son, Robert, were up from There was an abundance of all
Roawell, Monday to attend the kinds of good eats and everybody
picnic and barbecue at the How- had a good time in spite of the,
ell, ranch south of town. Mrs. rain which began falling about
Miller is a sister of Mrs. Howell. 10 o'clock and continued almost
Rev. W. B. Gilliam and two
were down from

Elida, Wednesday.
Between 4 and 5 inches of rain
has
fallen
here since
Monday at ten o'clock and .the
crops and range were already in
good condition and this will
make them much better. Come
to New Mexico and on to Kenna

Last Friday afternoon while
working on a windmill at the
Wilkin8ort ranch south of town
Wesley Wilkinson became over
balanced and fell off the table
of the mill about 20 feet but he
managed to alite on his feet
fortunate'y there were no broken

Obstetrics,
Office Odd Fellows Bldg!

Elida.

N. M.
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FOB rUBLlCATTOK.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
June 17, iat.
Notice it hcrey jiven that Dyron H.
Howard, of Elida, N. M. who, on
Dec. 19, 1917, made orig H. E. 0363,
forWi, Sec 17, and who on Feb. iS,
1920, made additional H.E. No. 043676,
for NE, Lots 1, 2, 5, NWtfSEJf,
Section 18, Township,
Range 34-N. M. P. Maridian, has filed notice of
intention to make final three year proof,
to establish claim to the land abovo
described, before Alvin C. White,
U. S. Commissioner at Kanna, N. M.
on the 26, day of July iqi.
CUUSnatH names a wltn93a:
John P. S.nith, Walter D. Smith,
Robert L. Hollingsworth, William H.
Morris, all of Elida, N. M. j4 jsa
Emmelt Patton.' Register.
AOTICE
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Typical Philippine Homestead

The United Stf tes Isn't the only
country tlmt has homesteaders those
enterprising pioneers who leave thickly populated districts and take their
families Into virgin territory to create
homes for themselves. The Philippine
Islands have thousands of thrifty homesteaders.
The above photograph shows a picture of a Christian Filipino homestead
er and his family l.ear Plklt, Cotalmto
province, Mindanao, P. I. Five years
ayo he was u cab driver working for
low wa'es at C'ebu, a thickly populated
city. He went Into the than wilderness
of Mindanao, planted hemp ami cocoa-n'utpf.ld for his land and has become wealthy. Thousands of similar
Instances could be cited. One Mindanao
homesteader Is worth $1200,000.

The Philippine government Is encour
aging ' the Immigration of Filipinos
from the thickly populated sections Into Mindanao. This Is the second larg
est tf the Islands of the archipelngo.
It Is- - still sparsely settled, although
It Is one of the richest and mort pro
ductive Islands In the world. Many
Americans huve established plauta
tlons there and become rich.
Filipinos are using the stories of the
many successful Filipino homesteaders
as an argument for Independence. Ihey
make the point that a people that can
go out Into n tropical wilderness with
no capital save tleir patience, perse
verence and energy and win homes '1
themselves, have the necessary stamina
to run their own affairs.

without ceasing through the day.
The weather man prevented all
the out door sports such as
bronco riding, goat roping and
raceu.
Most of the time was
spent in the house but the affair
was a decided success and Mr.
and Mrs. Howell have been very
JfOTICE OF 1'CHLICATIOH.
much complimented for their
Notice for Publication.
Denartment of the Interior
gracieus hospitality under such U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.
Denartment of the Interior
Notice is hereby U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N.
trying circumstances.
June 17, iQ2r.
given that frank R. McGrew.of ElkiiiF, Tune. 17. 1021.
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of the Interior, IT. .
Lnd Office, at Roswell. N. Ik,
June 9, ig2r.
Notice is hereby given that Myrtle I.
Bachman,of M lnefard. N. M. who, tie.
June l2, 1918, made Hd. E. No.
043872, for ALL of Sectioa 29,
Range 35-N. M. P. Mefi-diaTwp
has filed notice of intentiro to
make filial three year proof, toeetablfoh
claim to the land above detedbetf,
befcre William R. Blanchard, U. j5.
Commissioner at Jenkins, N. M. on the
20 day of July 192L
Claimant names as witnesses:
Btn S. Hudspeth. Joe C. Alnsworth,
James A. Morris, Lawrence O. Mc
Cabe, all of Milnesand, N. M. j 17 jrs
Emmett Patton, Register.
8--

M. May 31. 1921.
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Department
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Notice for Publication
Flnno. monl nf tho Inferior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M.

N. M. who' on Dec. 29, 1919, made add
Notice is hereby given that John P.
The infant son born to Mr. II. E. No. 042m, for SEX. StfNE. Smith, of Elida, N. M. who, on
AiiLnist ;. 1016. made add. lid. h.. no.
and Mrs. W. R. Randol, Tuesday Sec2i,S,iNVtf-- Soc 22, Twp.- ,
filed
Meridian,
bus
for NE.V.Sec 3, Township
Rge,
N.M.P.
quite
night has been
sick, Lut
,
final thrae Range
N. M. P. Meridian, has
make
to
of
intention
notice
morning.
is much better this
final
year proof, to establish claim to the filed notice of intention to ma-kto
claim
establish
to
Register
proof,
year
before
described,
three
land above
V. S. Land Office, lha land above described, before Alvin
the
of
or.
Recewer,
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Cason arat Koswell, N. M. on the 26 day of P Whita. V. S. Commissioner, at
rived yesterday to spend several July ig2i.
Kenna, N. M. on the 26 day of july
days with Mrs. Cason's mother,
witnesses:
as
names
I92i.
Claimant
Mrs. Maggie Southard and other Aino3 E. Smith, of Roswell, N. M . rinlmant names as witnesses:
Fahr-lendeloe D. Slack, Charley H. Slack,
relatives.
John II. Doolcy, William M.
William H. Morris,
Loui Falnlender, these of Byron H. Howard,
M.
N.
J24 J
Elida,
of
i24i'-2all
"
Elkins, N. M.
Emmett Patron, Register
Emmett Tatton; Register.
Mr. Ainsley, a commission
,

Littlefield is transacting
business in Portales, this week.
G. T.

(Cnl.)

well aware that they hnve not yet
reached the full stature of Amerleiin-lsm- .
We ourselves have not reached
It so long as we Insist upon governing other peoples against their will.

1

little sons,

and

PHILIPPINES

Here V a Real Argument
For Philippine Independence

Mc-Comb- s,

Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Clubb
The Fourth of July was fit
spent the fourth at Elkins, and tingly celebrated by about 125
report a most enjoyable time invited guests who attended the

OF

.
.
.
The Philippines should be
Lesley Ccoper spent Sunday given
absolute Independence, which Is
and Monday with Lance Webb.
their nntural right, even If we tire

teed.
Mra. J. T. Valliant arrived
Wm Horner and family mo
home
tored to Roswell, on business last
from her
at Killeen, Texas,
Mrs.
Iludgens
Marion
and
Saturday
to
Tuesday.
spend several
last
weeks here with her daughter, children spent the fourth at
Elkins, visiting friends.
Mrs. W. A. McDowell and

U9ee,

63. 6B.

27-E-

(Ataseadero
doe3

&

Medicine

8

GuaranRoswell, N. M.

and lots of ice cream.

J
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Elkins, N. M., who, on May
made H. E. No. 019327, for.NWJC,
.Gus Fernstrom came home NSWX, NjiSEtf, Section 22, T,
and who on June 16,
R. ,
Friday to spend the fourth with
H. E. 020295, for
add.
made
1920,
his family.
Range
E'A,, Section 17, Twp.
27-N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
to make final three year
Miss Anna Clark left fast week of intention
Proof, to establish claim to the lmd
to spend her vacation in Mon above described, before Dan C. Savage,
tana.
U. S. Commissioner at Roswell, N. M.
on the 27 day ot July tg2i
Claimant names as witnesses!
Chas. Netz and family enter
Ewing L. Lusk, f Roswell, N. M.
tained a number of relatives and Adam B. Miller, John F. Van Eaton,
friends at their home on July 4th. Ralph T. Kamage, thesej24ofj Elkins,
N. M.
Register.
W. R. McGill,
his
J. N. S. Webb returned home

C. F. Schram

treading. ' Satisfaction

New Mexico.

No(ice for Publication
The people of this vicinity Department
of tb Interior, U. 8
they
want for Lard Orrice at Fort Sumner. N. M SZ)r.
have all the rain
once, over 2 inches has fell the June 2i, ig2i.
Notice is
hereby given that Roger O. Molt, of
first three days of this week.

a

J

DRUG CO.
-

-

Koswell,

bones but the fall sprang
ankles so badly that he will be Tuesday
after spending about a
unable to walk for several days. week
INDEPENDENCE
at Portales and Elida.

LOCALS
...
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Try a sack today. Its GUARANTEED
If Not Satisfied, Bring it Back and
Get Your MONEY.

n

Cents p3r dj32. O.ie dose give3 life immunity.
We sold over 20 000 doses last year, every
body using it had. perfect results.

Born; on Tuesday night to Mr.
Mrs. G. A. Malone who live
and
Si
west of town twin boys.
BOAZ

a

& Co.

(APR ESS IN)
15

)

(

Blackleg Vaccine P. D.

understand he has bought 150
head of yearling steers from W.
P. Littlefield at $27.50.

Noticais bertby iWn that Edward A.
Boles, of Fluvanna, Texas, who oa
March, o, 1919, made H.E. No. 04283
for
Ssi. 5. Tp.
Rl 35'
N. M. P. Meridian, hat flld netioa fll
intention to make final thrta yar proof
te establish claim to the land aboo &
soribad, bafofa Alvin C. White, ,U. S
Commissioner at NWX, Sac. ten T.
N. M. on tho 14, day of
R. 31-July 1921.
M wlisiiim
Ololnt
George T. Rorie, of Elida, N. XI.
George W. Farmer, of Jenkins, N. U.
Sam A. Beaver, Eathen R. Ball, thaso
jiO j8
of Fluvanna, Texas,
Emmett Patton, Register.
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All OPEN LETTER
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TO-WOHE-

I'
Mr. Little Tells How She
Suffered and How Finally
Cured

AARY

The next time
you buy calomel

GRAHAM. BONNER.

TIGER SWALLOWTAIL.
"When the summer Is here," said
Daddy, "I think It Is nice to hear nhout
the flowers nnd the birds und the but
terflies and all the lovely summer
Urines."
"So do we," sfild Nnncy.
"And we're hearing about them,
,
too," said N'lok.
"Yes," siild Daddy, "that Is why I
want to have so many of the butterflies and birds and the flowers tell

their stories.
'And now the Tiger Swallowtail
Butterfly's story is to be told.
"'I'm the Tiger Swallowtail butter
fly, said the Tuger Swallowtail butter
fly to some of the other butterflies flying about the flowers.
'Now a tiger Is an animal, but of
course a Tiger Swallowtail Is a but
terfly.
" 'But It Is fine to be a butterfly and
yet to be named after such a beautiful
and wild and powerful animal as the
tiger.
"We have yellow and black stripes
so In that way we look like tigers. For
they are striped, too, you know.
"'To be sure we don't look much
like tigers in other ways. We aren t
big like they are.
We don't walk
We're quite unlike tigers In
about.
every way but In our stripes.
"'We fly, and we don't roar. They
don't fly and they do roar.
" 'We sip honey from the flowers,
and they like meat better
" 'We don't like meat and they
"don't sip honey from the flowers, or,
at least I've never seen them sipping
honey from flowers.
" 'To be sure there are no tigers
about here, except the ones In the
zoos, but at any rate I can't Imagine
a tiger sipping honey from a flower.
" 'And I don't believe they'd care
much about It I don't believe they
1

ask for

nd YesIih

and has brought contentment and happiness
to thousands of home seekers and their families who have started on herFRE homesteads
or bought land at it tractive prices. They have
established their own homes and secured prosg
perity and independence. In the great
sections ot the prairie provinces there
is still to be had on easy terms

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acre

land similsr to that which through many
years haa yielded from iiO to 45 bushela
of wheat to the acre oat, barley and flax
also in great abundance, while raising
horses, cattle, aheep and hoga la equally
profitable. Hundreds of farmers in Western
Canada have raised cropa in a single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets
and shipping facilities. The climate and soil
offer inducements for almost every branch of
agriculture. The advantages for

Dairying:, Mixed Farming .
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F. H. HEWITT

2012 Main Street
City,
Kansas

Mo.

jQT
Your Life
Home and Business
You'll feel mifo If Drotected by
rclliiblw Revolver or Automatic IMatol,
We can (Java you money on Coltd,

8mith &. Wesson ami lower priced
revolvers nnd itutomutlcs of rcliublo
make. "Writo tuday for prices and
Culalug.

WOLF A KLAIt
irnnufacturers' Aiinnta for Firearms
1D05 Main Htreet, Fort Worth, Texas
DEAD SHOT FLY BANE
Piotactt your stock from Hies.
-.
Sate and certain. Spray
V
henhouses with Dead
Bane. Certain
k Snot
.
death tocliicken mii.
iiift
1.00
h iHi.i
or
by all
Fur salo
Milt Tta. purr I iHJit pre
. fMbid upon rtMwiptof prio.
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SNOT

FRECKLES
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one-hal-

hard-cooke-

Rice

one-hal-

well-washe-

one-quart-

A FEW CHOICE

Western Canada

to industrious
settlers wishing to improve their circum- stances. For certificate entitling yon
railway ratea, illustrated
to reduced
literature, maps, description ot larm
opportunities ill iviuiuiuua, 04S"
katchewan. Alberta and ui
tish Columbia, etc., write

The new beets are delicious rooked
until tender, then served chopped, with
butter, salt, cayenne and
a dash of lemon Juice.
U
Beets With Spinach.
pic k over and wash half
wmu
a peck of spinach and
cook uncov ered In as lit- I
V
3 tlfl wnrpp ah nnsslhle ! of
ten that which clings to
the leaves will be suffi
V
cient; add salt and a
third of a teaspoonful of soda and
sugar while cooking. When tender,
drain and chop ; add three tablespoon- fuls of butter, one tablespoonful of
f
flour blended together, and
cupful of cream. Reheat and pack Into a border mold and let stand In hot
water to keep warm. Serve with but
tered beets In the center of the
d
spinach. Garnish with
eggs, cut In eighths.
Smothered Cabbage. Chop a small
head of cabbage, removing the heart
Put three tablespoonfuls of butter Into
a frying pan and add two tablespoonfuls of flour. Turn In five cupfuls of
chopped cabbage after the butter and
flour have been well blended, then add
one cupful of rich milk. Bring to the
boiling point and add two teaspoonfuls
of salt or less; pepper to taste; mix
well and cover tightly and cook for
40 minutes on the back of trie range.
This dish Is very delicate and

011
h

rm

"Quite Gentle."
no reason why every member of a
family should dress alike.
" 'Every boy and every girl of a
n
family I know dress quite differently, and I think that Is a goo6 Idea.
" 'Hut of course there Is also much
to be snid about every creature belonging to a butterfly family dressing
alike, because It Is easier then for
people to know which family we becer-tul-

long to.
" 'We do things differently In our
family, too. We have various habits
und way 8.
" 'Some of our relatives look like
Fiuall snakes while still they are cater-

pillars. They have heads shaped very
much like miukos and they sit up In
Mich a way that they look like snakes
then. too.
" They think it makes them look'
dangerous and that It Is a great protection to them.
" 'But how nice It Is to change from
being a caterpillar Into being a butterfly. How nice' that is!
How fine It
is to have such n family name as we
have, for Tiger Swallowtail Is a beautiful family iiiinie.
" 'We can lie quite gentle nnd yet we
sound very wild, mid it Is rather fun
to sound wild and yet not to have to
do a lot of wild things which would
be very hard to do and which would
frighten us a lot.
" Tm sure the wild things the tiger
does would frighten us dreadfully.
' 'He would go olt for hunting parties which we wouldn't like at all.
One of our family saw a tiger at the
circus the oilier day, and be said that
the tiger was a wild looking creature,
but very, very beautiful.
"'So we like to be beautiful as the
tiger is. And we're allowed to do as
we like I
" 'Yes, we're allowed to be beautiful
and geutle and do one objects, no
one at all!'"
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Always Welcome.

mrnr.KTlONh
Bell-a-
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Hot water
Sure Relief

P
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UVFOR INDIGESTION
"With the exception of a little milk
toast, which comprised my diet for
more than eight weeks, 1 could not
eat anything," said Copt. Geo. W.
Womble, residing at 105 Jennings St.,
Knoxvllle, Tenn., a highly respected
citizen of thut city.
"I am now able," continued Captain
Womble, "nfter taking two bottles of Life is a burden when the body-i-s
Tanlnc, to eat practically anything.
racked with pain. Everything
1 had a bad form of stomach nnd
worries and the victim becomes
trouble for a long time nnd despondent and downhearted. To
for months my condition had been bring back the sunshine take
such that I suffered agony. I got so
I could not ent the simplest food. 1
tried doctor after doctor and all kinds
of medicine, but nothing that was prescribed for tne seemed to do me any
good.
I had a terrible pain In my
breast Just over my heart and for
The National Remedy of Holland for over
weeks and weeks I got no relief.
years; it is an enemy of all pains re.
"I finally got so nervous that I ac- 200
sulting from kidney, liver and uric acid
tually dreaded to see night come, as troubles. All druggists, three sixes.
I could not sleep, and was always so Look for the nam Gold
t
oa avary bos
restless that I would rejoice to see
aad accapt no imitmtioa
daylight come. I was also constipated
nil of the time. In fact, life seemed
a burden and I was so miserable that
I wns almost oa the verge of despair.
Several of my neighbors told me about
Tanlac and advised me to try It.
"I am personally acquainted with
Mr. Don M: Chambllss, of the firm of
Saap 25c, OiatoMat 25 aaj 50c, T ileus 25c
Kuhlmaa & Chambllss and when I told
him of my condition and how I sufI am Specializing in the Care of
fered he advised me to begin taking
Tanlac without delay and tluit It had
relieved hundreds of the best people and women and children otherwise
In Knoxvllle. I hnve now taken two afflicted. I am prepared to take the best
bottles of Tanlac and am giving you of care of a few cases in my home.
this testimonial In the hope that It DR. ELIZABETH HARVEY
Phons
may Induce others to take It. Since
Oklahoma City. Olda.
tnklng this medicine I nctually feel 610 W. 20th Strut
like I had been made all over again
with the youth, energy and ambition
boy."
of a sixteen-year-ol- d
No taste, no smell Eaten
Tanlac Is sold by lending druggists
readily when mixed with
everywhere. Advertisement.
bait, according to direc-

BETTER
DEAD

G0LDISDM.

Ms-Ja-

Girls! Girls!!

Clear Your Skin
With Cuticura

Infantile Paralysis

fflMvRat Killer

'

tions. Dries them up, no
bad odor. Pries SS cents.

x

For sale by all dealers.
Not at All.
Mfg. b Dm SU Ckesricsl
Husband "You don't mean to say
C, OUsIms CHt. OkUksan
you paid $240 for that gown?" Wife
DO YOl'R HEMSTITCHINU
on your own
"Oh, no, dear; I left that for yeu to machine. Our attachment fits any sewing
machine. Price 12 60. Tulsa Sewing Mado."
chine Exchange, i N. Main St., Tulsa Okla.

r MIUIILirlLj

SOUPS.

Spinach Is such a wholesome vege
table that It should be used In a
variety of dishes.
The following Is
one worth remembering;
Florentine Spinach Soup. Shred
very fine
two
qunrts of well
washed spinach
and one head of lettuce, put Into a
pan with
s
of a cup of
butter and oue pint of shelled green
peas. Cook the vegetables slowly
adding a fagot of parsley and thyme,
moisten with three quarts of stock
and simmer until the vegetables are
cooked.
Remove the fagot of herbs
before serving, add six egg yolks
beaten' with one cupful of cream,
season to taste and serve separately
grated cheese and sippets of bread.
Burmah Chicken
Mulligatawny.
Cut Into small squares oue carrot,
one onion, one stalk of celery, one
green pepper, one ounce of lean ham,
uncooked ; the breast of a fowl and
fry gently In three tablespoonfuls of
butter; add one tablespoonful of
curry powdet nnd cook Ave minutes
then add two tablespoonfuls of Hour,
stir well and add three quarts of
chicken broth; when boiling, remov
the scum and simmer one hour. Remove the fat and before serving add
milk and the grated moat of a fresh
coconut ; season to taste and serve
with plain boiled rice.
.Japanese Fish Soup Slice very fine
one carrot, one turnip, one onion and
two leeks, fry gently In
cupful of butter for a few minutes,
add the same amount of flour, nils
well, add one teaspoonful of curry
powder, stir for a few minutes and
moisten with fi.;h stock. Boll for
twenty minutes, then add one small
potato cut In squares, two ounces of
cooked rice, one small chill pepper
and half the rind of a lemon gruted ;
simmer twenty minutes. Add eight
ounces or half a "pound of flounder
rut In squares and the same amount
of cod shredded small. Let boll for
eight minutes, season to taste and
serve.
Bacon with Egga Cook bacon until
crisp then stir Into a dish of scrambled
eggs and serve at once.

Sure

DREADED

Was So Restless He Couldn't
Sleep and Daylight Was

things; we never look down Into the
depths and see the power ot help and
culture which they might contain.
Brooks.

Price 35c.

and Stock Raisins

VEGETARIAN DISHES.

f
Croquettes. Cook
cupful of
d
rice in water
until nearly all the water Is absorbed,
then add one and
ot acup-fu- l
of milk, three tablespoonfuls of
cream, two tablespoonfuls of canned
red peppers, salt and pepper to taste.
would.
" 'Some of our family wear slightly Turn on a shallow dish to cool. Shape,
dip In egg and crumbs and serve, with
different suits from the others, and a
cheese sauce. Uee three tablespoonthere are even some members of our fuls
each of butter and flour, one cup
family who like to wear a great deal
of milk and enough grated cheese
more black than we do, with many ful
to season well. Cook the sauce and
touches ,of yellow "and some of blue. add
the cheese to It while hot
" 'Yes, we don't ail dress alike. But
that Is Just as well. There Is really
There Is ao little rest There Is uch
an unreasoning passion for activity!
and ao we skim the surface of all

The purified and refined
calomel tablets that are
nausealess, safe and sure.
Medicinal virtues retained and improved. Sold
only in sealed packages.

make a tremendous appeal

SEE

F7i

Philadelphia, Pa. "I was not able to
do my housework and had to lie down
""i most of the time and
felt bad in my left
aide. My monthly
periods were irregular, sometimes five
or seven months
apart and when they
did appear wouldJast
for two weeks and
were very painful. I
was sick for about a
year and a half and
doctored but without
any improvement.
A neighbor recommended Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to me,
and the second day after I started taking it I began to feel better and I kept
on taking it for seven months. Now I
keep house and perform all my house-hol- d
duties. You can use these facts as
you please and I will recommend Vegetable Compound to everyone who suffers
Mrs. J. S. Little, 8456
as I did'
Livingston St., Philadelphia, Pa.
How much harder the daily tasks of
a woman become when she suffers from
such distressing symptomsand weakness
as did Mrs. Little. No woman should
allow herself to get into such a condition
because such troubles may be speedily
overcome by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, Which for more than
forty years has been restoring American
women to health.

Offers Health

ii ii in i ti mi i mm ii ei ii i i n m mt mi imiri
((c), 120. Western Newspaner Union.)
This world's ona relentness ruda scrimmage;
Und mortals amuck for the dough;
Cut when man planned a man In Ills
Image
He set him to work with a hoe.
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MILK SUPPLY FOR CHICKENS
Any Kind, Sweet or Sour, Help Keep
Fowl
In Good Condition
and Adda Flesh.
(Prepared

-

by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
routtrytnoii who have or cnn obtain
at a reasonable price plenty of milk
are In a position to raise their flocks
at less expense and with a far greater
amount of success than those who are
unable to Include this valuable food
in the flock's diet. Milk is especially
ciesi ruble for young chickens and for
the fattening of poultry, where it is
done on a large scale and the poultry
is closely confined.
Uuttermilk and skim milk are the
two forms of milk which are most
commonly used in feeding chicks and
laying hens, and these products are
also used to some extent In commerSemi-soli- d
cial fattening.
and condensed buttermilk are now being fed
quite extensively in the" commercial
fattening of poultry and to some extent to chicks and laying hens.
Milk products are readily digestible
by chickens and have a marked beneficial effect in addition to their actual
food value, poultry specialists in United States Department of Agriculture
say They especially help keep small
chickens free from bowel trouble.
Many poultryrnen like to dip the newly
hatched chick's bill into milk for their
first feed as It helps to clean out the
chick's digestive system. Milk products may be fed to chickens and to
older stock either In a sweet or sour
condition. The more common practice
Is to feed these products continuously,
either sweet or sour, and not to alternate the use of sour and sweet
milk.
In feeding milk products to hens,
the milk is usually kept before them
as a drink and is also used to some
extent in" mixing the mash wherever a
moist mash Is used. Poultry will not
get sufllclent animal protein from milk
supplied in this way to take the place
of meat scrap commonly used In the
poultry mash. In order to furnish
protein in the ration to take
the place of meat scrap, the milk must
be fed in a thickened form such as
clabbered milk or cottage cheese.
When fed In this condition enough can
be readily supplied to give high egg
production and good results without
any other animal protein feed. Where
milk is supplied fairly regularly to the
laying hens, It is not essential to fur-suf-flcle- nt
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ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine

In construction of sand-claroadi
the necessary drainage Is first provided, and then the most suitable clay
obtainable hauled and spread on the
road to such a depth as tests have
shown to be necessary to form a road
surface eight to ten Inches deep. In
general, this will be about six Inches
at the center and tapering toward the
sides. Professor House of the Colorado Agricultural college says that In
the best snnd-claroads, analysis
gives the following proportions: Sand
y

y
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If you use Red Cross Ball Blue In
your laundry, you will not be troubled
by those tiny rust spots, often caused
Take Aspirin only as told in each
by inferior bluing. .Try It and see.
package of genuine Bayer Tablets of
Asjilrln. Then you will be following
She Tried to Be Agreeable.
the directions and dosage worked out
Sea Captain (Introducing friend to by physicians during 21 years, and
his old auut) This Is my old friend. proved safe by millions. Take no
Parker; he lives on the Canary Is- chances with substitutes. If you .see
lands.
the Bayer Cross on tablets, you can
"Hoy Interesting," murmured old take them without fear for Colds,
Neuralgia,
auntie, and, gathering all her wits, Headache,
Rheumatism,
she adds : "Then, of course, you Earache, Toothache, Lumbago and
sing."
for Pain. Ilnndy tin boxes of twelve
tablets cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin is the
CUSTOMS FIFTY YEARS AGO trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
Who among us would say
"I Monoacetlcacldester of Saltcylicacld.
never use a Dentifrice, 1 never have to?"
Too Much Welfarlng.
Yet Fifty years ao, odd ns it may seem,
not one person in 1,000 used a Dentifrice
People for countless generations
or even a tooth brush.
have survived and thriven without aid
So
after more than 30 years of
persistent publicity of Allen's FootEase, of legislation for their welfare.. The
the Antiseptic Powder for the Feet, not world Is being welfared too much..
many
people care to con- Much of the object. Is to create jobs
fess, "You know I never have to use a for welfnrers.
Portland Oregonlan.
Powder ior the Feet!"
More than One Million five hundred
thousand pounds of Powder for the Feet Watch Cutleura Improve Your Skin.
were used by our Army and Navy during On rising and retiring gently smear
the war.
face with Cutleura Ointment.
The reason is this: Incasing and confining the
the feet in Leather or Canvas Shoes is Wash off Ointment In five minutes
II
bound to create friction, more or less. with Cutleura Soap and
Allen's Foot" Ease removes the friction is wonderful sometimes what Cutleura
from the shoes, and freshens the feet. It will do for poor complexions, dandruff,
is this friction which causes smarting, callouses, corns and bunions. You know what 1cblng and red rough hands.:

,:- -

If Good Care Is Exercised In Building
Sand-ClaRoads Are Satisfactory.
y

about
clay
As
the purpose of the clay Is to All the
voids and coat the grains of sand, six
Inches of loose, or three inches of compact clay should make a sand-clasurface of the proper mixture between
eight and ten Inches thick.
After the clay Is spread, it will generally be found advisable to cover it
with a little sand, which can be done
by means of the road machine or
grader. The next step Is thorough incorporation of the materials. The mixing proper may be done in a number
of ways and to suit the facilities of
the builder. If the work is done Just
preceding or during the rainy season
it may be left entirely, to traffic, with
frequent shaping by the rood grader,
or drag, after heavy rains, but this
process is hard on traffic and requires
a long time. The mixing can be done
most efficiently by means of a
either during or Immediately
after a rain, or the water may be
added with a sprinkling cart. The
first partial mixing may be done dry
but the final mixing must be thorough
and should be done when the entire
road surface is completely saturated
with water until a plastic mortar-likmixture is secured. This should be
followed by a final shaping with the
road machine and compacting by
either a roller or by traffic.
two-third-

one-thir- d.

y

take the place of the green feed to

fattening of
poultry where the chickens or hens
are very closely confined and fed, a
forced ration for a limited period,
usually from 7 to 17 days, is considPractically no comered essential.
mercial fattening of poultry is conducted on a large scale In this country
except where milk is used for feeding.
A ration with a consistency of porridge which contains about Co per cent
milk Is commonly fed in this work.
The milk serves not only as a source
of feed, but keeps the digestive organs
of these fattening chickens In good
condition and also gives the chickens
a bleach characteristic of
poultry. From this method of
feeding the name of "milk-fed- "
chickens Is taken and It is applied to nearly all of the commercial futtened
chickens.
Many of these fattening stations are
located In small country towns and
cities where buttermilk Is available
from creameries at a very low price,
ut as the supply of this buttermilk is
becoming more limited, especially In
the larger towns and cities, the various concentrated forms of buttermilk
are being used very extensively In fattening poultry. Semisolid and condensed buttermilk are the two other
forms most commonly used. In feeding both of these products to chickens
for fattening, milk is usually supplied
In a more highly concentrated form
than ordinary buttermilk.
d
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t Any Store, 63c

Get Doan's

DOAN'S

Kp

Bos

ETiV

CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

FOSTER-MILBUR-

No L1oro

,1isery

After Eating
Just Takes An Eaton to

Patching Is usually neglected or
done In such a way as to cause two
ruts to form where there was but one
before. That is the invariable result
of filling a rut too full. This work
should always be done when the road
is wet, preferably when the water Is
still standing in every little hollow on
the road surface, so that the workmen
can Just see where to place the new
gravel and about how much is needed.
Unless the rut Is a very large one.
It Is always best to shovel the gravel
from the wagon Into it, rather than to
raise a sideboard and attempt to dump
a part of the load. Patching done In
the proper manner when the road Is
wet, followed by a road drag, will
maintain an old gravel road surface
as good as new until It la so badly
worn that an entirely new surface is
required. The gravel should never be
poorer than that forming the surface
layer of the old road, and especially
should contain a little, but Dot an excess of clay.

Are You Human?
little baby. A little child. Don't they appeal to you? Doesn't your
heart yearn to pick them up. to cuddle them close to you, to shield them
all
from
harm? sure it does else you're Dot human. Being human you love
them. Their very helplessness makes you reach out in all your strength to aid
them.
In health there's no flower so beautiful. In illness there's no night so
black.
x
Save them then. Use every precaution
Take no chance.
When sickness comes, as sickness will, remember it's just a baby, just a
child and if the Physician isn't at hand don't try some remedy that you may
have around the house for your own use.
Fletcher's Castoria was made especially for babies' ills and you can use
it with perfect safety as any doctor will tell you. Keep it in the house.

Children Cry For
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Do the People Know?
-

Digestion;
Thereby Promoting

"'r J

Do you know why you are asked to call for Fletcher's Castoria
when you want a child's remedy: why you must insist on Fletcher's?
For years we have been explaining how the popularity of
Fletcher's Castoria has brought out innumerable imitations, substitutes and counterfeits.
To protect the babies: to shield the homes and in defense of
generations to come we appeal to the better judgment of parents to
insist on having Fletcher's Castoria when in need of a child's medicine. And remember above all things that a child's medicine is
is not intermade for children a medicine prepared for grown-up- s
changeable. A baby's food for a baby. And a baby's medicine is
Just as essential for the baby.
The Castoria Recipe (It's on every wrapper) has been prepared by
the same hands in the same manner for so many years that the signature of Chas.H. Fletcher and perfection in the product are synonymous.
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FRUIT

TREES FOR HIGHWAY

LOSS

Not Very Apt to Be Broken Down by
Overzealous Collectors If They
Arei

MOTHERS

SHOULD READ THE BOOKLET THAT IS AROUND

GENUINE

Common.

Elm, hackberry, or even nut trees
and fruit trees are good to plant along
highways. The objection to fruit and
nut trees is that they may be broken
down by overzealous collectors of
fruit. This Is not apt to happen if
they are common on the highway.
Le Roy Cady, associate horticulturist.
University Farm, St. Paul.

Iowa.

3bw

Work Should Always Be Done. When
Road Is Wet, Preferably When
Water Is Standing In Ruts.

good advantage.
In the commercial

An Oklahoma Case
E. Thomas, cattle
buyer, 722 Maybelle
yi, i.,n.
Ave., Tulsa, Okla.,
ays: "My kidneys
.J
were out of order
and I had dull, ach- t
ing pains across my
Mornings I
back.
felt dull and lame.
it a
My kidneys were
regular in action.
used Doan's Kklnev
Pills and they Just suited my rase.
They stopped the backaches and regulated my kidneys."

Cedar

'

Chickens of All Ages Like Milk.
Dish any green feed ns the milk will

Worn Out?

Do you suffer daily backache and
stabbing pains feel worn out and dispirited? You shouldn't! You want to
be well and the best wny to get well
is to find what is mnkinn you feel so
badly. You should look, then, to your
kidneys. When the kidneys weaken
you suffer backache, rheumatic pains
and urinary irrp(t'ilnrities: your hend
aches, you are tired, nervous and depressed. Help the weakened kidneys
with Doan's Kidney Pills. Doan'i
have helped thousands. They should
help you. Ask your neighbbrl

hot-wate- r.

HOW TO PATCH GRAVEL ROAD
i

AM

"The first dose of Eatonic did me
wonders. I take it at meals and am
no longer bothered with Indigestion,"
writes Mrs. Ellen Harris.
Thousands of people, like this dear
lady, gratefully testify about Eatonic,
which does Its wonders by taking up
and carrying out the excess acidity and
gases which bring on indigestion,
friction does to your motor-ca- r
axle. Why
A Windfall.
not remove it from your footwear by Shakheartburn, bloating, belching and food
se,
Foot-Eaing into your Shoes
Allen's
A couple of Chicago youths met on repeating. Acid stomach also causes
the cleanly, wholesome, healing. An- the street one day when one made the about seventy other
ailtiseptic powder? Get the habit, as millions
ments. Protect yourself. A big box
following announcement :
now have it.
"Well, Harry Harklns' uncle has just of Eatonic costs but a trifle with your
druggist's guarantee.
In Court.
died and left him a lot of money. Har"What Is that man arrested for?"
ry always snld that his ship would
"Making obnoxious smoke."
come In some day."
126 MAKISIOTn JACKS
"Cigar or auto?" Louisville
"Yes," said the other youth, "but
I hare a bargain for you, com, quirk.
Lm i
w.
jack fakm
he didn't expect an heirship.'
lows
Kmplda,
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Why He Couldn't Fall.
U
IIIIiniMK
" IIIBl Vlll IO
the country. He enjoyed riding on
the old, gentle horse.
When his aunt arrived to spend
the ,week end he was anxious to display his new achievement.
With hands deeply Im'iedded In the
SAND-CLAROADS SUITABLE horse's mane, Tom rode proudly by.
"Be careful or you will fall off," adMaterial Often Mixed en Road Bed b) monished his aunt.
Traffic
"Mo I won't," was the reply. "I
Used
got hold of her hair."
to Advantage.
.It'll!
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EVERY BOTTLE

FLETCHER'S CASTORIA

OF

C ASTO R I A

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of
i

Exact Copy of Wrappe.
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Rhine Germans
Hate the French
Population in Recently Occupied
Section on Right Bank Are
Sullen and Aloof.
WONT UNDERSTAND

LANGUAGE

Serve Sour Wine to Soldier In the
Restaurant! Women Seen With
Uniformed Men Are Marked
for Reprisals.
Duesseldorf, Oermnny. The
sentiment Is much stronger
In Duesseldorf, Ituhrort and Dulsburg,
the cities of Hhenlsh Prussia recently
occupied by the French, than In May-encCoblenz and Cologne, which also
have been under foreign occupation
for more than two years by the French,
Americans and British.
As one crosses from the left bank
Of the Rhine and enters recently occupied territory the mood of the population becomes more sullen, their behavior more aloof and their hatred
much more pronounced.
More Like Military Rule.
The reason may be that the French
are occupying that part of the right
bank of the Hhlne that they hold near
the Ruhr In real military fashion and
the occupation Is much more severe
than that on the left bank.
The hatred of the population Is directed more especially against the
French, and children are being brought
up In a constant terror and undisguised scorn of the occupying forces,
which gives but little promise that the
real brotherly love between French
and Germans will be achieved with
the coming generation.
The absolute refusal to speak
French, even by persons well acquainted with the language, is one of the
most common ways In which the Germans show their dislike of the French
military men. The correspondent walked
Into a cigar store the other day while a
French officer was attempting to make
the woman In charge understand the
brand of cigarettes he wanted. She
e,

seemed absolutely at a loss to understand him.1 The correspondent trans-lute- d
the officer's request In English.
After the officer had departed she told
the correspondent In purest French :
"I understood him the first time,
but I would not give him the satis
faction."
"Boycotted" by Women.
Few women In Duesseldorf, Ruhrort
or Dulsburg will be seen In the com
pany of a uniformed French soldier
or officer In the streets. The few who
transgress the unwritten law are
promptly catalogued at the German
city headquarters, and are marked for
reprisals. In some cases the difficulty
Is avoided by the accompanying swain
adopting civilian clothes, which seems
to be satisfactory all around.
In the wine cellars of the most fashionable restaurants of Duesseldorf
there is a corner called "the occupation corner." There are deposited all
the bottles of wines that have been

All

Alone She Makes

1,000-Mil- e

Trip Across Desert to
plore the City of Kufra.

Ex-

RECEIVED

WELL

TRIBES

BY

Reaches Sacred Oasis City Where Only
One European, an Explorer of
40 Years Ago, Has Ever
Before.

Been

England has ceased to be
London.
thrilled over the spectacle of a woman
M. P. ; now a woman explorer Is claiming public attention.
She Is Mrs. Roslta Forbes, chic,
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Near Eberswalde, Germany, the building shortage Is being met through
the erection of unique homes unique because of the material being used In
their construction. In place of bricks, now very costly and hard to get, the
Germans are using old munition boxes, filling them with concrete and setting
them In the framework.

Carried $1,000 in Silver
Seven Miles and Won It
William Jalo of Hurley, Wis.,
painter by trade and gambler by
profession, bet 11,000 he could
carry 1,000 sliver dollars In a
lag on his shoulder without faltering to Bessemer, Mich., seven
miles away.
He accomplished
the feat and won.

Cured After Talking Three Weeks.
Spokane, Wash. A case of sleeping
sickness, during which Mrs. George
Bnnby, thirty five, of Wilbur, Wash.,

extalked Incessantly for threff-weekcept when under the Influence of
opiates, was reported here by physicians, who announced her discharge
from the Jiospltal as cured.
s,

Although

education U compulsory
for all boys more than
twelve years of age, there Is practically only one bchotl In the country.
In Abyssinia

Errand

of McMillan
Expedition to Arctic.

Blue Goose.

Boston. A hunt for the egg of the
blue goose will be one of the odd errands of the Donald B. McMillan expedition to Baffin Land this year. The
adult blue goose, a variety with a
grayish brown body that? gets Its name
from the blue gray of its wing coverts,
is not uncommon in the United States,
but its breeding haunts have been a
subject of much speculation among
bird lovers and Its nest and eggs have
never been observed.
An announcement by Doctor McMillan that on bis lust trip to the arctic
he had noticed fledglings of these geese
roused the Interest of students of

IN UA1IY

STATES

Vigorous Measures Against Attack of Chinch Bugs Are
, Urged by Federal Bureau.

Pig-Clu-

Aged Man Keeps On Preaching

Topeka, Kan. The Rev. Phllelus
Beverly of Burllngame, one hundred
and four years' old, has Just been
given a renewed license to preach at
the district conference of the Methodist Church here. Reverend Beverly,
In spite of his years, seldom misses a
Sunday In the pulpit

vivacious and charming, who has Just
returned to London after traveling
1,100 miles across the Libyan desert
Nr. Africa to explore the city of Ku
fra, headquarters of the Senussl tribe,
a fanatic and hostile group whose military adventures recently have caused
anxiety In Egypt.
Traveled Alone.
Mrs. Forbes, . taring the native
costume, was aloii ji her daring adventure. She Joined a native caravan
and, riding a camel, finally crossed
the Egyptian frontiers and reached the
sacred oasis city where only one European an explorer of 40 years ago
has ever been before. Here she was
well received by the tribesmen and
given a safeguard back to civilization,
but throughout the Journey she was
surrounded by hostile natives who
would have killed her had they known
that she was a white woman.
The start of the trip was made from
Benghazi, the Mediterranean end of
tha ancient caravan route from the
Sudan across the Libyan
central
desert. She had previously arranged
for a form of passport from the Senussl, but this was of little value, as the
tribes through which she passed did
not recognize their sovereignty. Spies
surrounded the caravan and at the
sncred city of Taj the entire party
was placed undr arrest and thrown
Into a native prison. After great difficulty they were released and allowed
to proceed.
Welcomed by Chiefs.
At the osases of Kufra the chiefs
welcomed Mrs. Forbes and told her of
their plans for political power. On
(he return Journey she again had trouble with the natives and was at one
time forced to disguise herself as a
man.
Mrs. Forbes made a survey of the
country during her Journey and collected much valuable Information
about the national alms of the Scnuscl
tribes, but concealed a small kodak
under her flowing native robes and
made snapshots through a hole cut In
the dress. Returning to London, she
has now laid the results of her explorations before' the British government and was. received by th. king.
The Senussl are becoming a powerful
force In Africa, and when during the
war they allied themselves with the
Turks, Egypt was fortified against
them at a cost of "$300,000,000.

bird life, with the result that one of
the scientists who will accompany the
present expedition will be commissioned to keep an especial lookout for
bluo-goos-

Savants Will Make Speoial Effort to
Locate Nest of the

I

and rye. The more quickly this I
done the better, so as to make as good
growth as possible of this trap crop
before the bugs attack It. When the
bugs have migrated Into the trap
crop It should be plowed seven or
more Inches deep.
Care must be
taken to plow deeply and well, then
to pnek the ground with a drag or
harrow or roller. Little time or work
Is required to make this strip and the
cost Is small. It has hitherto been
found very profitable.

nt

HUNT FOR RARE EGGS NEAR POLE
Strange

Itiireateii chops

His Motor Called.
Bellolre, O. Recognizing the purr
of a motor, John Sliunk waited until
a yacht landed and recovered a motor MISSOURI REPORTS OUTBREAK DEMONSTRATE SOUND
which had been stolen from him at
- FARMING PRACTICES
Whelllng, W. Va., six months before.
8evere Infestations In Central Missis,
John Hall of Whelllng, W. Va., who
ippl Valley Region From Texas
was driving the yacht surrendered It
Northeasterly to Illinois
and the boat when Sliunk proved ownExcellent Work Done by Pennsyland Michigan.
ership,
lie explained how be had
b
Members.
vania
purchased It.
(Prepared by, the United State Depart-nie-

Woman Invades
African Wilds

Making Homes of Ammunition Boxes

(Til"

refused by the German customers as
having soured, owing to defective
corks. When a party of French officers- put In an appearance they are
always served with two or three bottles of the special wine, which they
promptly reject, as a Frenchman's
taste for wine Is Infallible, but by the
time a real good bottle of wine Is
reoched "the French cannot toste the
good of It," as one beadwalter put It

e

eggs.

The price that one of these eggs
would command has not been quoted,
but Judging from the enthusiasm
In natural history societies
pver the subject, the goose that lold
the golden egg will have nothing' on
this bird.
Baffin Land Is believed to be the
greatest breeding place of bird life
In the Far North.
In Its. 150,000
square miles of Interior unexplored by
white men are lukes which the Eskimos describe as- - being at least 100
miles In length and abounding In wild
fowl.

The McMillan expedition will leave
here In July In the schooner Bowdoln,
specially built for the purpose, and
will pass probably 14 months in a
study of Baffin Land a.ong varlouf
scientific lineu.

ot Agriculture.)

Energetic measures against the
chinch bugs which threaten Injury not
only to the wheat and rye crops of
Missouri but to corn as well are
urged by the bureau of entomology,
United States Department of Agriculture, In view of reports of an Impending outbreak of the pest In that state.
Widespread and severe Infestatlorts
of the pest are reported In the whole
central
Mississippi valley region,
starting In northern Texas and extending in a northeasterly direction
over Oklahoma, Kansas and Missouri,
touching Nebraska, and extending
across Illinois and Indiana Into Michigan.
Generally Distributed Through State.
The chinch bugs, latest advices say,
have had a mild winter and are generally distributed
throughout
the
Missouri wheat and rye fields, breeding In considerable numbers In the
St. Louis neighborhood early In May.
The farmers, it Is said, have been
watching the pest more closely than
usual this spring, but all of them do
not know yet that there Is danger that
their corn may be damaged worse
than normal last year. Wheat Is
likely to rlpenone or two weeks
earlier this year, and the rains have
delayed the planting. of corn.
The bugsare certain to migrate
when the wheat ripens and the corn
will be so backward that damage by
the bugs Is likely to be very severe.
It is well to expect the bugs to begin
migrating to corn as soon as the wheat
butts begin to harden Into maturity
ten days before the heads are ripe.
Any barrier work or creosote repellant
line work should begin as the bugs
will migrate In Increasing numbers as
Ihe wheat stalk ripens upward. The
binder will shake loose those not already out and stragglers will continue
to migrate In serious numbers for five

That

Boys and Girls Prove

Good Hogs

Properly Fed and Cared For Do
Better Than Common Stock
With Ordinary Care.
(Prepared" by the United States Department ot Agriculture.)
That boys and girls can demonstrate the best farm practices In
their respective communities Is shown
conclusively by reports of the work
done by Pennsylvania club members
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Members Exhibiting Their
Prize Pigs at State Fair.
In 1020. Statistics of
b
members may be taken as an example.
It Is estimated by men who know
something about the swine industry
In this state that the average dally
gain of all hogs In the state good,
bad, and IndlfferenWls about one-ha- lf
pound per day.
How do you
think the club records compare with
that? Guess before you read on.
Club members in the
club (producing pork) made their pigs
gain 1.19 pounds, while those raising
gilts to breed put 1.12 pounds per day
on their pigs. That was a good demonstration that good pigs, properly
fed and cared for, will do much better than common stock with ordinary
care. It pays, too, for the better results can be obtained on the same
amount of feed.
Itobert Webster of the Huntersvllle
club, Lycoming county, Is
champion as far as
the state
gain per day Is concerned.
Robert
fed a purebred Poland China pig,
which gained 2.43 pounds per day.
That pig surely did muUe a hog out
of himself, didn't he?
Pig-Clu- b
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WATER OF MUCH IMPORTANCE

Healthy Held of Wheat.
to fifteen days after harvest.
Barriers, therefore, must be maintained
from the time of migration until possibly two or three weeks have elapsed.
Sow a Trap Crop.
It will be found of much value to
sow two drill widths of millet between
corn and the nearby fields of wheat

Big Factor In Development of Poultry
on Free Range Adequate '
Supply Needed.

The watering of the free range poulIs an Important factor In their development. Allowing birds to be without water for a few hours on a hot
summer day will seriously Injure them
and retard growth. The water supply
most be adequate.
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Alfalfa Cut at Bud Stage.
Alfalfa hay cut at the bud stage
growth has superior feeding value
Ohio Township Is 100 Per Cent on of
to alfalfa hay cut at other stages of
Right Side No Grade or Scrub
growth, according to two years' exSires to Be .Found.
periments performed at the Kansas
The township of Jackson, In Hardin station.
county, Ohio, Is entirely free from
Making Alfalfa Hay.
grade and scrub sires. In notifying
The best cured alfalfa hay is that
the United States Department of Agriculture of this fact, Prof. John W. which Is green, free from weathering,
Wulohet of the Ohio agricultural ex- and with all of the leaves retained. To
tension service, adds, "This is the first reach this goal, some growers used to
township which has come to our atten- recommend cocking and capping.
tion, that we feel satisfied is 100 per
Keeping the Cream Sweet
cent on the right side. No sire was
A cooling tank In which the farm
considered purebred unless It could be
proved that Its sire and dam were output of cream and milk may be kept
registered."
should be a part of the equipment of
The survey of sires Included the every farm.
principal cluases of live stock, except
poultry, and was made for advance
Increase of Production.
credit by a student In the college of
Our greatest Increase of food proagriculture. The survey showed that duction In the future must come from
the township Included 165 Carms, on increoslng our acre yields. That
which were 21 purebred boars, 20 where profit lies also.
purebred rams, 6 purebred :eef bulls,
3 purebred dairy bulls, and 2 purebred
Disposing of Sewage.
stallions. No grade or scrub sires of
The septic tank U the best way
any kind were found In the township. dispose of farm sewage.
TOWN HAS PUREBREDS ONLY
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